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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of electronics in the automotive industry

has been steadily growing in the past few years and is still

expected to grow in the future as more and more features

— which were previously handled mechanically — are now

realized in software [1]. It is estimated that, for the most part,

innovations in the industry will be driven by advances in

electronics, and specially, by the widespread use of electronic

control units (ECU). For example, a high-end automotive

model contains up to 100 interacting ECUs [2] spatially

distributed across several sub-networks. This increasing

number of electronic components poses several technical

challenges to original equipment manufacturers (OEM) as

they need to verify their integrity in the field under demanding

environmental conditions. This task becomes critical in newer

manufacturing technologies which are employed, for example,

for driver assistance or infotainment, and are increasingly

compute-intensive.

Traditional system tests in the automotive domain rely on a

wide array of functional tests in order to assess the state of the

system and reason about the observed erroneous behavior [3],

[4]. Unfortunately, due to its low fault coverage, functional

tests are not well suited to deal with complex semiconductor

failures. Structural tests have long been recognized as a

fundamental step in the chip manufacturing process. The

execution of such tests in the field is a promising solution

to the limitations of traditional functional testing. Every

manufactured chip contains some non-functional resources

devoted to improving structural test effectiveness and reducing

test cost. These pieces of design-for-test (DfT) infrastructure

may support a wide range of test techniques, from test

data compression and compaction to be driven by external

automated test equipment (ATE) [5], to fully autonomous

Built-In Self-Test (BIST) for memories [6] and random logic

[7]. These resources, however, are traditionally used only

once after chip fabrication.

In this paper, the tradeoffs and benefits in the reuse of

manufacturing test methods are examined with regard to

their applicability for field test. The execution of such tests

is accomplished by means of a programmable component

in the ECU, i.e the microcontroller, that has to access the

DfT infrastructure of an ASIC in the same board. For this

purpose, a functional interface of the microcontroller has to

transfer the related test data and control information to the

target device-under-test (DUT). To the best of the authors’

knowledge, this paper shows for the first time the successful

realization of such a test strategy in an industrial ECU.

The paper continues with a brief overview of the failure

analysis process in the automotive domain. Then, a selection

of related work is presented, followed by a description of a

generic embedded scan-test methodology. In Section V, a real

case scenario is presented consisting of an automotive ECU

for engine control. Section VI presents test coverage results

while section VII provides some closing remarks.

II. FAILURE ANALYSIS IN THE AUTOMOTIVE DOMAIN

Fig. 1 shows the supply chain of a typical automotive

application. The arrows in 1.a indicate how the test and diag-

nostic activities take place during traditional failure analysis

when an error is detected in the field: after a battery of

functional tests is executed, the failure information is gathered

at the workshop by the OEM and one or more faulty ECUs

are replaced. In order to optimize the production process

and reduce subsequent service costs, the replaced ECUs are

analyzed by the Tier 1 suppliers, who, after running another

set of tests, relay the failure analysis to the Tier 2 suppliers.

This process may continue for several other iterations between

different companies before a faulty chip can be identified. At

this point, the failure information has to be transferred back to

the suppliers and the OEM in order to perform any appropriate



corrective action. This may be to discontinue the use of a

certain batch of chips in the assembly of an ECU, or to replace

potentially faulty ECUs in the workshop before the failure

manifests itself. The traditional automotive semiconductor

Fig. 1. Failure Analysis In The Automotive Domain

failure analysis flow has two main disadvantages: on the one

hand, functional tests may have poor diagnostic capabilities

at the ECU level, that is, in a complex system of several

interacting ECUs the faulty ECU may not always be correctly

identified and, consequently, the detailed semiconductor failure

analysis of its electronic components does not reveal any

defect in the chip. This also leads to increased service costs,

as fault-free ECUs may be replaced in the workshop during

repair.

On the other hand, when a faulty system is correctly identified,

failure analysis has to be carried out by the OEM together

with a potentially large number of companies that comprise

the whole automotive supply chain. This may take a long

period of time before the faulty chip is identified and the

chip manufacturer can proceed with failure analysis at the

semiconductor level. If the observed erroneous behavior is

caused, for example, by a parametric defect in the chip

manufacturing process, then every produced vehicle is likely

to be affected by the same issue, which again translates into

increased service and repair costs.

In order to overcome this limitation, in-field structural tests

offer attractive capabilities: they typically achieve very high

fault coverage, can isolate testing components and therefore

directly identify a faulty chip. No fault-free system component

is ever replaced. Moreover, as Fig. 1.b shows, the direct

interaction between the OEM and the chip manufacturer can

greatly accelerate the time required for semiconductor failure

analysis.

The execution of structural tests in the field can be achieved

by reusing the test procedures traditionally conducted during

manufacturing test. However, such a strategy requires access

to the relevant DfT infrastructure on-chip. Although BIST

methods can greatly simplify this task since they need only

an activation command to initiate the application of a given

test, the related costs to make a design fully self-testable may

be too high for some cost-sensitive applications such as the

automotive domain [8]. Similarly, the adaption of ATE-based

tests for autonomous structural test is not straightforward,

as these tests require external equipment, which may not be

available, as well as physical access to certain pins, which may

not be accessible after system assembly.

III. RELATED WORK

The access to on-chip DfT resources has received a

lot of attention both by industry and academia in recent

years due to the increasing amount of test infrastructure in

modern integrated cicuits. The IEEE 1149.1 standard [9]

was originally devised for board and interconnect test and

is nowadays used for system-level test and debug. However,

complex integrated circuits place additional requirements on

the test procedure well beyond the capabilities of the IEEE

1149.1 standard. Such designs make use of several intellectual

property (IP) blocks to achieve the desired funcionality on-

chip. The IEEE 1500 standard [10] offers such an interface

for core-based test and specifies the interaction between the

logic cores in order to ease on-chip test integration. More

recently, the IEEE P1687 standard proposal [11] describes

the access to any on-chip instrumentation for test and debug.

If such a wrapper is available on-chip, the underlying test

infrastructure can be leveraged in the field if the chip is

equipped with the appropriate control infrastructure [12], or

the core wrappers can be accessed by an external component

[11]. In either case, the test access mechanisms (TAM) to

reach a given core, to apply test patterns or to retrieve the

test responses are part of the chip design activities [13].

The use of a dedicated processing element for test purposes

within a chip has been studied in the past [12], but requires

substantial changes to the functional description of the

design. In [12] the system bus is used to transport test control

data from external memory to a micro-tester or to a TAM

controller, respectively. These test data receivers forward the

information to a set of logic cores with IEEE 1500-compliant

wrappers. The micro-tester and TAM controller are both

master and slave in the system interconnection bus. The slave

interface is used by an on-chip general purpose processor

to configure and schedule the test of every core, while the

master interface is used during the test to fetch the necessary

test input data, that is, a test program for the micro-tester or

the raw test data in case of the TAM controller.

External interfaces can also be employed to access on-chip

DfT infrastructure. They can be extended to support additional

test procedures or to access one of the available test wrappers.

While previous work has successfully employed such an

interface in order to gain access to DfT infrastructure after

chip manufacture, a piece of external equipment, which is

not part of the target system under test, is always required.

IV. EMBEDDED SCAN-TEST

The autonomous in-system execution of structural tests

addresses one component at a time. This is achieved by

leveraging the functionality of the enclosing system in order

to mimic the manufacturing test environment and provide

a suitable test harness, which can be used to isolate the

device-under-test, apply a suitable test procedure and store



the obtained test responses.

A. Test access

Before any structural tests are applied, the state of the

system must be switched from a fully operational mode to a

hybrid mode where some components remain fully functional

while others are driven into test mode and do not conform

to the functional specification of the system. In this mode,

the capabilities provided by the target DUT and (most likely)

by the components comprising the test harness are no longer

available.

In order to gain access to the DfT resources of the DUT,

a fault-free unit or test controller may employ the DUT’s

available test interface. This goal can be achieved without

a major cost penalty if an available functional interface in

the test controller is exploited for the application of the

test. For example, if the test controller is a programmable

unit, i.e. a microcontroller, the test interface can be driven

programmatically by means of its Input/Output subsystem.

Fig. 2 compares the test setup for manufacturing test with

that of in-system test. In Fig. 2.a the DfT infrastructure of the

target DUT is accessed directly from the ATE, while in Fig.

2.b this is achieved with a test interface to the test controller in

addition to any other functional interface in the system. The

cost of the additional test interface on the board may have

a great impact on the overall hardware cost of the system. In

order to decrease the cost of the proposed in-field solution, the

test interface and one of the functional interfaces of the DUT

can be merged to a single interface between the programmable

unit and the DUT. This is shown in Fig. 2.c. Such hardware

modification reduces the overall system cost but requires some

design changes in the DUT.

The fault-free operation of the test controller can be verified

in the absence of other programmable devices by means of

some other non-intrusive test techniques, like Software-Based

Self-Test [14].

Fig. 2. (a) Manufacturing Scan-Test, (b) Embedded Scan-Test, (c) Embedded
Scan-Test With Interface Reuse

B. Test application process

In the following, the general procedure for the in-system

application of structural tests is explained.

• Input test data transfer

The test data inputs are produced by the test controller.

Depending on the nature of the target test, the test input

data can range from a simple activation command (logic

and memory BIST) to a fully-specified test pattern set.

The test data input can be stored locally in the test

controller, in a memory in the same board, so that the

test controller has direct access to it, or can eventually

be transmitted by means of a system bus like CAN or

FlexRay.

• DUT access

After the test controller has driven the DUT into test

mode, a stream of data has to be downloaded into

the chip in order to select a given structural test.

For autonomous tests (BIST) an activation command

is the only piece of information necessary for the

test application. If scan tests are activated, however,

a special operation mode is entered that enables to

shift the scan data in and the test responses out. The

same DUT may feature several scan configurations in

order to support different ATE’s with varying capabilities.

• Test application (scan test only)

The scan patterns are applied and the test responses

are evaluated. The test controller needs to shift one

test pattern in, apply one capture clock cycle and shift

the test responses out. If delay faults are targeted, two

or more at-speed clock cycles must be applied before

collecting the test outputs. The evaluation of the test may

proceed during scan-out or, if test response compaction

in time is used, after a given number of patterns.

• Response test data transfer

Similar to the test input data, the outcome of the test

needs to be stored for later retrieval and failure analysis.

The storage can take place either in a local memory on

the same board or externally in another memory inside

the system. After this step, the DUT may be restarted

and hence driven back to functional mode.

C. Design requirements for structural in-system test

ECUs can be safety-critical and are cost-sensitive systems,

whose design is driven by reliability and hardware cost.

Reliability issues within an in-field structural test application

arise from the unspecified behavior the system may exhibit

when one of its components is in test mode. For this reason,

the design of an automotive structural test application must

ensure that the execution of any test does not disrupt the

deterministic behavior of the functional applications in the

system. The amount of design effort to guarantee this goal

ranges from moderate in workshop test to extremely high

when the functional and test applications run concurrently.

This imposes stringent requirements during the design of any

online structural test solution [15].

The additional hardware cost required for the execution of

an automotive structural test application is another important



factor to be considered. Because of high volume production,

any chip or board area overhead, no matter how small, has

great impact on the economics of the produced ECU. With

these reliability and cost constraints in mind, an exemplary

structural test solution for an automotive ECU is presented in

the next section.

V. CASE STUDY OF AN INDUSTRIAL ECU

The feasibility of an automotive structural test solution

is demonstrated on an industrial ECU designed by Robert

Bosch GmbH. The main objective of this case study is to

analyze the tradeoffs and benefits of an in-field structural test

solution under realistic cost and reliability constraints.

In order to assure passenger safety and system reliability, the

unintended activation of the new structural test capabilities

during normal operation has been carefully avoided. For this

purpose, the sequence of commands required for test mode

activation is always stored externally in a low-cost tester

(laptop). Test access procedures and access keys are not

allowed to be present in any part of the vehicle. Therefore, the

unwitting activation of a component’s test mode is completely

prevented.

Hardware cost is kept to a minimum by extensive reuse of

the system’s functional capabilities and available interfaces

to apply the test to the DUT. In the following sections the

architecture of the test solution and its test procedure are

explained in some detail.

A. ECU architecture

The ECU architecture is shown in Fig. 3, consisting of one

main controller (32 bit, 150 MHz) and several ASICs (A-

H). The main controller has an integrated CAN-Bus interface

for communication with any other node in the CAN network.

This network allows to upload temporary firmware into the

controller’s SRAM and to manage its execution, thus providing

a bootstrapping mechanism for placing the dedicated test

software.

The ASICs of the ECU share a multiplexed serial peripheral

interface (SPI) bus with the main controller as bus master.

They are addressed in multiple steps: the first step is done in

hardware with chip-select signals (CS) to enable or disable

up to 4 SPI slaves at once. Within such a group of ASICs,

each slave features a fixed, unique address encoded in 2 bits.

A slave shall only answer a SPI data frame from the master

when it is enabled via chip-select and targeted by the address

bits, which are the first bits of any request frame. In this way

the slave can only know it is addressed after the first two bits

of the frame were transferred.

An IEEE 1149.1 compliant test access port (TAP) is present

on the chip for the management of test application processes.

For in-system application of structural tests, access to this test

interface is mandatory. In order to meet the cost constraints

of the ECU design, an inexpensive interface has been devel-

oped as described in Section IV. The JTAG test interface

is combined with the functional SPI interface, thus named

Fig. 3. Typical Automotive ECU Architecture

JTAG@SPI (patent [16]). The functional SPI port can be

used as the first communication channel to activate the JTAG

interface of ASICs. On the hardware side this requires an

additional multiplexer to switch the incoming bus signals onto

the TAP or the internal serial interface (Fig. 4). For the control

of this multiplexer a new internal test mode is introduced. A

specific sequence of SPI commands activates the internal test

mode thus switching over to the JTAG protocol (a). Similarly,

a JTAG instruction for returning to the functional mode exists

as well (b). The intuitive signal mapping of SPI and JTAG

protocols is shown in Table I.

A software-based driver on the main controller guarantees

correct test data transfer to one ASIC while other SPI bus

slaves still reside in functional mode. Therefore, the test

communication is adapted to comply with the hardware-based

(chip-selects) and software-based (address bits) multiplexing

of the SPI protocol, so that test communication with the

DUT is never misinterpreted as SPI data, and no functional

bus node is ever inadvertently addressed. For this purpose, a

software driver monitors the SPI bus. As soon as it observes

the transmission of a SPI data frame, which is not addressed at

the DUT, the chip-select signal is shortly driven to its inactive

state. During this SPI frame reset action the test clock is halted

to ensure correct test communication.

JTAG signals SPI signals

Test Clock (TCK) Serial Clock (SCK)
Test Mode Select (TMS) Chip Select (CS)

Test Data Input (TDI) Serial Input (SI)
Test Data Output (TDO) Serial Output (SO)

TABLE I. Interface Reuse Signal Mapping(JTAG@SPI)

Fig. 4. JTAG@SPI: Multiplexing Test (JTAG) And Functional (SPI) Protocol

B. Manufacturing Scan-Test

The ASIC manufacturing test ensures high quality require-

ments in mass production. Numerous digital and analog,



functional and structural test applications are conducted at

different operating conditions, assisted by complex automatic

test equipment (ATE). The ATE is directly connected to the

DUT, supplying it with the appropriate power sources and

driving its JTAG test interface. This happens either before

packaging with microprobes on the die pads, or on the package

pins when the die is already encapsulated. Supported test

methods include scan-tests for stuck-at and transition delay

faults as well as programmable BIST methods for internal

memory blocks. The manufacturing scan-tests are applied in

a test-per-scan fashion as shown in Fig. 5. The ATE sets the

test input signals {CS0, SCK, SI, RST} and evaluates the test

outputs {SO, PWMEn, IRQ} on every clock pulse on the ECK

pin, which is the test clock.

Fig. 5. ASIC Manufacturing Scan-Test Setup

C. Implementation Setup

The employed test setup is shown in Fig. 6. For clarity

further ASICs are not shown. The setup makes use of the

KWP 2000 protocol over CAN [17], [18] to exchange data

between the tester and the ECUs. A laptop is employed as the

client device, although any other low cost tester may be used

for this purpose. The laptop serves as storage device for test

mode activation and access mechanisms (software) as well as

the scan data applied later on. The data is transferred to the

ECU by means of the ASC@CAN interface, transmitting up

to 255 Bytes per asynchronous data frame over the CAN-

Bus. This communication channel is used to upload the main

controller’s test software, to execute it, and to transmit test

data and test responses between the controller and laptop.

D. Test Application Process

• Input test data transfer: At first, the ECU’s main con-

troller has to be loaded with the test firmware and scan

test data, which is provided by the tester via the CAN-Bus

interface. Due to its cost-driven design, the ECU does not

hold enough volatile memory to buffer all input test data

at once. Therefore, the test application is partitioned into

sessions which are executed by several request messages.

The provided test data from ASIC manufacturing contains

approximately 150,000 test vectors and is able to detect

97% of all stuck-at faults. The test vectors contain the

fixed values for the input signals as well as the expected

results for the output signals. The latter, however, may

Fig. 6. Embedded Scan Test Implementation

contain don
′
t care values (Xs). During manufacturing

test, each vector contains an additional timing directive.

Since this in-field implementation cannot cope with the

prescribed clock speeds, this timing information is ig-

nored.

A binary encoded vector requires 1 bit for each of the

4 test inputs and 2 bits for every of 3 outputs, which

sum up to 10 bit in total. In contrary to the inputs, the

outputs allocate 2 bits in order to encode the additional

don
′
t care state. To enable byte-wise decoding, the

total vector size is rounded up to 16 bits. A perl script

encodes an ASCII data set provided by a commercial

ATPG tool into a different format suitable for easy

binary parsing. This information is then dumped into a

template script file. The resulting script can be executed

on the laptop to transfer the data over the CAN network.

• DUT access: the ASIC is brought into test mode by

executing appropriate SPI commands received from

the main controller. For scan tests, the test interface

activation by itself is not sufficient. Further JTAG

instructions are used to prepare the DUT by setting other

internal modes and clock selection registers.

• Test application: Multiple request messages, each

containing 125 sequential test vectors, are transmitted

over the CAN interface to the main controller, which

in turn sets the test inputs accordingly before pulsing

the test clock signal and comparing the test outputs with

the expected values. The only test input not directly

controllable by the main controller is the DUT’s reset

signal RST. This obstacle can be overcome by utilizing

the voltage regulator ASIC, which can be forced to set

the RST line to its inactive state. When a test vector

with inactive RST state appears, a toggle in the RST line

can be triggered with a special SPI command sent to

the regulator ASIC. During the transfer and execution of

this command, the test clock is halted. After a short time

span of typically several microseconds, the RST line



falls back to its active state. During this time period the

current test vector is applied by pulsing the test clock.

The test application process resumes after the RST line

returns to its inactive state.

• Response test data transfer: The main controller keeps

track of the test result by monitoring the test outputs.

If a test output does not match its expected value, the

vector index and the states of the output signals are

sent to the laptop in a response message. If no error

occurs, the request message is simply acknowledged.

Therefore, the presented embedded scan-test solution

achieves the same amount of diagnostic information as

the ATE-driven manufacturing test.

VI. RESULTS

In the presented case study a scan test pattern set for an

ASIC has been applied in the field. The pattern test set,

although generated for manufacturing test, is applied without

removing the target ASIC from the assembled system. The

test application process has been controlled with a portable

computer connected to a functional bus (CAN). The architec-

ture of the presented test application is fully in-line with the

traditional functional test procedures applied in the automotive

domain.

Table II shows the test application performance. As the same

test data set is used, the fault coverage is equal for both,

manufacturing test and in-field test. Due to implementation

and system constraints the clock frequency for in-field test is

rather slow and cannot reach that of its manufacturing test

counterpart, which is driven at 16 to 20 Mbit/s. The main

reason for this is the indirect control of the RST signal,

which gets locked in its inactive state for several microseconds.

Another reason is the software overhead in the main controller,

introduced by the JTAG@SPI driver. These implementation-

specific timing issues hinder the application of delay tests from

the manufacturing test specification. In order to prevent this

issue, additional constraints need to be considered during the

design process of the ECU. If this is the case, the proposed

method could be applied for any fault model. The complete

test time of the presented in-field test is also impaired by

the interface between the external portable computer and the

ECU’s main controller, which is limited to 4 Mbit/s.

The implemented method also provides valuable information

for fault diagnosis at gate level, as the failing scan cells are

identified and can be used for further analysis to narrow down

the fault location.

application test time # of test patterns fault coverage

manufacturing 0.03 s 150,000 97% stuck-at
embedded 132 s 150,000 97% stuck-at

TABLE II. Comparison of test applications

VII. CONCLUSION

Current automotive systems face the challenging task of

testing electronic components in the field. The presented

test solution shows that structural test techniques originally

deviced for manufacturing test can be applied in the workshop.

In the presented solution an existing test pattern set with 97%

fault coverage is applied with the help of an inexpensive

portable computer. The test outcome can be used to correctly

identify a faulty component in the system and to speed up

semiconductor failure analysis in the automotive industry,

significantly.
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